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Legal Status

Nation Builder is an independent Trust established by the former Muthobi Foundation NPC of the 
Mergon group, to provide support to private sector social investment initiatives in South Africa. 

Working in affiliation with Mergon, and operating in terms of South Africa’s Trust Property Control 
Act No 57 of 1988, Nation Builder is registered with the South African Revenue Service as a public 
benefit organisation (PBO tax exemption number 930045262), and with the Department of Social 
Development as a non-profit organisation (NPO 127-953). 

The Nation Builder logo, including the strapline “Building Tomorrow Today”, is a registered trademark.

Nature of Report

This report provides an overview of the work undertaken by the Nation Builder Trust, beginning with its 
founding Muthobi Foundation NPC in 2008, and carried through by the Trust to the present, with the 
reporting emphasis placed on 2018. 

As such, this is offered as a review in a Report to Society form. It does not claim to be an annual nor 
a fully Integrated Report. Wherever relevant, however, the contents of this review are informed by the 
recommendations of the Integrated Reporting Committee of South Africa.

Nation Builder works to empower private sector entities in their social impact endeavours, to promote 
social cohesion that strengthens South Africa. It was launched as an initiative of Mergon, a private 
investment group that allocates 70% of its annual proceeds to positively affect the lives of ordinary 
people, and which seeks to encourage and equip others to act with similar purpose. As such, 
Nation Builder brings like-minded businesses, corporates and civil society together in collaborations 
that accelerate progress by pursuing thoughtful social investments that deliver the most impact.

VISION 
To inspire and equip businesses 

to lead social change

VALUES
Courage | Humility | Mastery 
Partnership | Stewardship
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WHY DO WE EXIST? WHAT IS OUR ROLE?

Most South Africans are employed in the private sector, and there are many ways that 
companies can build our nation. This starts with their very existence as a successful 

enterprise and then extends to taking important additional steps such as involvement in 
efficient actions of community development through social investment partnerships. These are 
carefully thought-through, effective collaborations with non-profit organisations of excellence, 

relevant state institutions and active individuals of goodwill across South Africa.

We believe in South Africa and its 
prosperous future for all. We believe that 

business is one of the most powerful 
contributors to societal progress.

We inspire and equip businesses 
to lead social change in our nation 

through collaborative learning platforms 
and best-practice resources.

WHY BUSINESS?
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BUSINESS WITH PURPOSE

Nation Builder is an initiative of Mergon, a private investment group that is 70% owned by and an 
independent trust. Founded in 1980, Mergon is positioned as a significant role-player in both the 
business and the non-profit organisation (NPO) social sectors of South Africa. 

The company thus asked itself how it could best steward this cross-sector experience and leverage 
relationships, influence and insights to be a catalyst for extraordinary positive societal impact? 
Examining the conventional approach of businesses to social responsibility, it became clear that there 
are challenges that significantly reduce the intended social impact of funds allocated. 

These include:

There is scope to increase the potential social impact that can be gained in an efficient deployment 
of capital in developmental work. To be successful, though, this requires a distinctly collaborative 
mindset.

Business needed to deepen its understanding of the social sector, discover its own blind-spots, and 
learn to work collaboratively. For their part, NPOs would need to build a deeper level of appreciation 
of the skills that the business sector can bring to their joint efforts, along with a need to better 
understand unique drivers and pressures that companies face in this. 

A deeper level of trust was needed between them, for starters. Nation Builder therefore embarked 
on the creation of scalable platforms for constructive engagement that would lead to effective 
partnerships and best-practice approaches. 

Three key principles underpin this approach to collaborative social investment initiatives:

The story that has unfolded is told through this review, and it’s that of a proverbial mustard seed 
growing beyond Mergon’s greatest expectations. One foundational learning is that to successfully 
build South Africa, the efforts of both the profit-making and non-profit parts of the private sector have 
to work in ways that are intertwined and complementary. 

Each requires the other to ensure a prosperous future, and both hold the specialised skill sets needed 
to obtain success in initiatives that enhance social cohesion. The both, then, gain from a better 
understanding of one another, and through careful partnerships that bring strong practical results.
 
This decade’s work has reinforced Mergon’s belief that connecting and equipping other people of 
goodwill is a key company mandate. It means close consistent collaboration with allied businesses 
and NPOs to strengthen Nation Builder platforms that are catalysts for extraordinarily positive social 
impact. In all, it requires a creative leveraging of joint skills, networks, resources and assets.

The first decade of this effort has already brought forth an unprecedented spread of social investment 
partnership across social and industrial sectors. It is a story of the nation being built from the ground 
up a story of which we are honoured to be part.

Welcome to this review of Nation Builder’s first decade of operation. I trust that you will find the 
reporting and insights contained here both useful and encouraging, and that, having read this, you 
will resonate with our continued inspiration to forge ahead with the next years of Nation Builder’s work 
– sharing our vision of people collaborating across private and public sectors, rich and poor, for-profit 
and developmental, in communities and as individuals in communities and as individuals.

Pieter Faure
Chairman of Nation Builder and CEO of Mergon

A lack of understanding 
and appreciation between 
profit-making businesses 
and NPOs of each other’s 
contexts, constraints 
and drivers.

The pursuit of common goals. 

A trust deficit between 
social investment 
partners, sometimes 
resulting in onerous 
reporting requirements, 
and/or inaccuracy about 
true social impact that 
projects achieved.

Going beyond conversation to practical collaboration and co-creation. 

A certain mis-alignment 
around the appropriate 
nature and timing of fund 
deployments for agreed 
social outcomes. 

Valuing each participant’s unique role and contribution.
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Nation Builder is an integral part of Mergon, a private investment group founded by Francois van 
Niekerk to positively impact lives, and that seeks to equip others to do the same. Nation Builder works 
in close collaboration with the Mergon Foundation and the overarching Mergon Investments.

Managers of an investment portfolio designed to deliver long-term capital growth 
for sustainable, growing distributions to partner beneficiaries. The portfolio 
includes significant interests in businesses operating across multiple industries 
both locally and internationally. Businesses invested in are led by proven 
entrepreneurs, with robust business models and significant scale potential. 

The Mergon Foundation Trust provides financial and advisory support to faith-
based organisations especially in South Africa – enabling them to enhance 
their work’s positive effects, including being linked to an active network of 
partners of excellence.

Founded by Mergon, Nation Builder provides a collaborative platform that 
brings business, government and civil society together in practical thought 
leadership and collaboration to enhance cross-societal community building 
in South Africa. The platform has strategically built trust across organisations 
who would ordinarily not work together. The Nation Builder team is dedicated 
to establishing a new reality in which South Africa grows and prospers, with 
local businesses working together along with civil society, government and faith 
communities to lead social change.

Founded on Vision

Mergon was founded in 1980 by entrepreneur Francois van Niekerk through the establishment of an 
IT company, Infotech. Dedicating himself to building a company for the greater good of South Africa, 
Van Niekerk vowed to give a minimum of a third of future profitable proceeds from Mergon to values-
based projects and causes that enhance societal progress.  

Francois and the Mergon management team went on to establish several successful businesses 
in partnership with like-minded entrepreneurs. This approach, graced with unmerited favour, has 
resulted in Mergon achieving sustained above-market returns for nearly four decades. The vow of 
sharing prosperity with others is kept; and Mergon is now 70% owned by its Trusts, set up to distribute 
the proceeds, and to bring others to a practical embrace of running businesses whose ultimate 
purpose is to the betterment of humanity.

Francois van Niekerk’s life story and insights are shared in his book, Doing Business with Purpose - 
Beyond Success to Significance. It can be ordered at https://www.mergon.co.za/equip.
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A DECADE OF FIRSTS

Learning and sharing in 10 years of private sector-led nation building across South Africa.

2008
Mergon launches the Muthobi 
Foundation. A “Muthobi” tree is 
also known as the Shepherd’s 
Tree, or the Tree of Life. 

2010
Muthobi develops 
best-practice social 
investment guidelines.

2012
Muthobi launches the 
Nation Builder initiative at 
the Pretoria State Theatre. 

2017
• Launch of the Online Peer Learning Community and 
• of the Nation Builder business Health Checks.
• Business Collabs launched in KwaZulu-Natal, 
• Gauteng and Western Cape...

2013
• Nation Builder established as an independent Trust.
• 50+ companies join Nation Builder events in Durban, Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town. 
• Roadshow with US philanthropist Anna Griffiths raises millions of rands for education in South Africa.

Muthobi expands its partnerships 
to Namibia and Swaziland 
through the Mergon Foundation.

2009

Muthobi launches the “Muthobi 
Approved” accreditation initiative, 
with Greater Good SA.

2011 2014

• Nation Builder releases national
• research on business social investment. 
• The Good Partner Guide workbook 
• published.

2016

• Inaugural Social Innovation Challenge, with LaunchLab.
• Business X-Change series launched for privately owned businesses. 
• Thought-leadership webinar series launched. 
• 30 Corporate and NPO Collabs held across SA.
• 100+ cross-sector entities contribute content for the Peer Learning Platform.

2018

2015
• First annual “In Good Company” conference.  
• Online CSI Benchmarking Tool launched.
• Nation Builder expands to offices in Stellenbosch and Pretoria.
• Philanthropy toolkit and guides on business and individual social investments released.
• “In Good Company” weekly op-ed column, starts in The Pretoria News. 

• CSI Benchmarking Tool Panel formed.
• Nation Builder corporate citizenship
• CSI guidelines released.
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TO BE IN GOOD COMPANY

Nation Builder was borne out of a steadfast belief in the future of South Africa and in the powerful role 
that business has in effecting positive social change.

South Africans have a deeply entrenched desire to find solutions to poverty and inequality. This is 
why we see local businesses playing a significant role in building a nation of greater opportunity for 
all. The Charities Aid Foundation reported 80% of South Africans made donations to community-
based work in 2018, and social investment consultants, Trialogue, found that South African corporates 
directed R9,7 billion to corporate social investment (CSI) during the last year. 

With a vision “to inspire and equip businesses to lead social change”, Nation Builder works to 
reinforce these trends by trying to ensure  the greatest possible social returns on investment. The 
key is to both inspire and equip. Our objective is not simply to encourage an emotional response to 
society’s challenges and a longer-term vision for the future, but also to bring to that the practical tools 
and knowledge-sharing that will help good intentions result in as great a positive impact as possible.

This is the growing body of work of a decade now. What started as the Muthobi Foundation in 2008, 
which focussed on classical CSI matters in the private sector, soon expanded to assist others in the 
social development space by sharing learnings and best-practice in this industry that often operates 
in “silos”. 

To this end, Muthobi launched Nation Builder four years later. This would encourage businesses, 
whether corporate, owner-operated, or SME, to embrace their broader citizenship, to realise their 
greater purpose for their endeavours, and to do so in practical partnerships with others who take their 
social development seriously – ultimately achieving social cohesion.

 

As former Business Leadership SA chairman, Bobby Godsell, put it to us: 

“A successful society depends as much on the quality of its citizens as it does on that of its 
leaders. This includes a particular kind of citizen: the company, or corporate, citizen”.

In this first decade, Nation Builder has worked to encourage and strengthen this shared citizenship, 
and we have been privileged to partner with some extraordinary companies, organisations and 
individuals who personify wise and generous leadership.   

An early project success was the bringing together of a panel of top social investment specialists who 
worked for 18 months on developing an online social investment evaluation tool. This panel continued 
to give of its knowledge and time as they contributed towards a series of publications called “Good 
Partner Guides” for both individuals and companies. These guides enable businesses of any size to 
start or pursue their CSI journey with best-practice insights. 

This form of empowerment-by-collaboration set the pace for how Nation Builder has since developed. 
Wherever we can, we have facilitated the co-creation of thought leadership in the social investment 
space, moving beyond CSI to other types of company-wide social impact. This was so effective that 
we incorporated the Muthobi Foundation into the Nation Builder Trust in 2014. 

One feature of our journey has been the annual “In Good Company” gathering, our Gauteng-based 
conference that in four years has seen hundreds of companies coming together to engage with some 
of the country’s most influential commentators and innovators in social investment, culture, academia, 
government and respected economic experts. Fittingly, the 2018 conference theme was “South Africa 
Matters”, a summing up of how the broader Nation Builder community sees their core purpose.

Nation Builder has convened gatherings of companies of different sorts, who freely share their 
experiential insights with other social investors, in the profit-making and not-for-profit spheres. 

In 2017, the launch of the Nation Builder Collaborative roundtables, saw approximately 90 companies 
and associated NPOs taking part in 30 Nation Builder Collaborative roundtables (Collabs) in 
Johannesburg, Durban, and Cape Town last year. The result was the formation in 2018 of an active 
peer-learning community of social investors, gathered “virtually”, using our online platforms in ongoing 
conversations of knowledge-sharing. 

Our first Social Innovation Challenge, co-hosted with Stellenbosch-based LaunchLab in 2018, saw 
174 entrants showcasing their original solutions to developmental challenges. It showcased amazing 
social businesses emerging in SA, while encouraging other enterprises to think afresh about their 
strategies and product lines, and to encourage partnerships between them. 

(Continues onto page 16)
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Nation Builder also introduced its Business X-Change sessions last year. This involved eight events 
in different parts of the country, geared towards leaders of “privately-owned” businesses. Topics 
covered in 2018 ranged from how best to define a deeper company purpose, through to the related 
business structures that can make this real. 

An important element in these interactions is that of developmental NPOs sharing with businesses 
some of the perhaps less-obvious challenges of developmental work, and how best to mitigate these 
in partnerships of meaningful result.  These various collaborations across the private sector involved 
companies whose combined 2018 social investment spend exceeded R500 million.    

Nation Builder’s quarterly webinars have allowed small groups of social investors to better understand 
their work’s context by interacting with experts on some bigger picture issues, from land reform to 
educational realities. These vital conversations were then broadcast to our broader community, and 
to the general public, on Nation Builder’s diverse communications platforms. Taking learnings and 
ideas to relevant audiences is core to our work. In 2018, this saw Nation Builder platforms enjoying 
thousands of engaged audience members online, on social media, and at events. 

But our markers of success are not simply in numbers of publications and events, nor in the amount 
of media presence we enjoy. We have only succeeded if the information and knowledge shared 
deepens positive impact in the private sector’s social investment, brings people closer together, and 
plants seeds that will flourish into a stronger South African community overall. 

A constant theme throughout our first 10 years has been the renewal of our thinking and approach, to 
strengthen what works best, and to discard what works less well. For us, that has meant being willing 
to ask difficult questions of ourselves as the private sector, to be open to fresh perspectives, to hold 
onto “substantiated hope”, and to always consider how to play a part in solution-building in South 
Africa.

These principles guided our founding as Muthobi, our transformation to Nation Builder, and in 
becoming one of South Africa’s leading innovators in relevant cross-private sector collaboration. An 
important part of this is in Nation Builder’s project of bringing NPOs and companies closer together 
in their approaches to shared social development work. This includes knowledge-sharing, and the 
development of standardised tools for reporting and measurement of social investment effectiveness.
  

Looking to the future, Nation Builder will be working to significantly expand our reach across 
the local private sector, including the launch of a new “Business with Purpose” offering, while 

consulting and integrating government and state institutions more closely into our work. 

All the time, we will encourage effective working partnerships between people of goodwill in 
social investment.

In trying to answer this call to serve our country, we have been blessed with the involved oversight 
of our Chairman and Trustees; an extraordinarily dedicated team of full-time professionals; and with 
partners of social investment excellence throughout the land. They personify a nation at her very best.

Keri-Leigh Paschal 
Executive Trustee of Nation Builder
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NPO and Corporate Collabs: Mobilising the CSI Space

Nation Builder hosts collaborative panels (Collabs) with social development industry leaders 
within businesses, NPOs and consultancies. Since 2014, Nation Builder has hosted 57 Collab 
panel sessions in 3 provinces involving more than 190 people representing over 130 businesses, 
consultancies and NPOs invested in sharing knowledge and best-practice, brainstorming, learning 
and tackling social issues together. A further 30 Collabs are planned for 2019. 
 
Through these sessions, Nation Builder has extracted numerous impactful best-practice case studies 
of solutions and approaches that South Africans are implementing to address some of the social 
challenges the country faces. These are shared across both the profit-making and the not-for-profit 
private sector. 

A current project coming out of these Collabs is the establishment of a national, cross-sector Steering 
Committee to undertake research to underpin the development of a standardised, yet flexible, 
reporting templates and processes in NPO-business partnerships. 

Business X-Changes

Launched in 2015, Nation Builder’s Business X-Change serves privately-owned businesses with less 
established social investment practices.  In their first year, big picture topics, from company social 
purpose through to broad-based empowerment initiatives, were covered. 
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Businesses and NPOs of excellence, of every size and type, actively join Nation Builder’s communities 
of best-practice to share knowledge, jointly develop industry resources and collaboratively work 
together in achieving greater social impact. 
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Sectoral tips to manage project risk in:

•  Arts and culture
•  Building projects
•  Bursary schemes
•  Disability 
•  Early childhood development
•  Education
•  Small-scale farming
•  HIV/Aids
•  Job creation
•  Women’s empowerment.

Understanding Development 

“How-to” advice on:

•  Strategy design
•  Team composition
•  Budget allocation
•  External communications
•  Project monitoring and evaluation
•  Governance
•  Social entrepreneurship
•  Stakeholder relations
•  Developmental project management.

CSI Project Management 

Practical guidelines to “good giving”:

•  Legal options
•  Tax implications
•  Not-for-profits overview
•  Choosing partners
•  Best-practice tips
•  Types of support to offer
•  Measuring impact.

Individual Philanthropy

Nation Builder has developed a number of valuable resources and tools in collaboration with top-end social 
investment specialists to assist businesses and individuals to contribute effectively to building our nation through 
good partnerships. 

These include free, downloadable Partnership Guides, Direction Guides, and even “recipes” to help businesses to 
refine their social development partnerships, strategies and communication.

To receive high social-returns-on-investment (SROI) in community development projects, Nation Builder equips 
companies and individuals with practical advisories on how to establish “good partnerships” in this work.

These include South Africa’s best-practice CSI management series, The Good Partner Guides.

Compiled and published by the Nation Builder team, in collaboration with other social investment specialists, the 
three Good Partner Guides give comprehensive support to any serious social investor.

ENABLING HIGH RETURNS FOR PARTNERS
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CSI Benchmarking Tool and Health Checks

This online self-assessment platform was developed for the private sector by a team of 
social development specialists from Edcon, the Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS), 
Growthpoint Properties, Investec, KPMG, Nation Builder, Step Consulting, Tsogo Sun and 
WHAM! Media. 

A global first, it allows businesses who are operating any type of CSI system, from the 
complex to the simplest collator of charitable doing, to self -assess the effectiveness of 
company systems and approach in this work – and gives practical and relevant support.
 
Of the more than 150 companies that have completed the assessment, 59% have a dedicated 
CSI role, while 60% want to take part in social investment knowledge-sharing forums.

Online Peer-Learning Community

The online Peer-Learning community was established in 2017 through the work and contribution of the 
Collab Panels - and continues to curate and publish rich content. By the end of 2018, there were over 
100 published articles, videos and best-practice case studies relating to social development impact 
that have been written by contributing businesses, consultancies and not-for-profits as a means to get 
a fuller perspective of industry best-practice.

The Nation Builder Peer-Learning platform also includes an interactive online community to ensure 
further learning and opportunities for dialogue and collaboration.

DEVELOPED BY COLLAB 
PANELS IN 3 PROVINCES

INCLUDES CASE STUDIES AND 
BEST-PRACTICE RESOURCES

LAUNCHED IN 2017

OVER 100+ CONTRIBUTORS 
FROM NPOS AND BUSINESSES

Webinars

Due to the increasing interest in broader social issues affecting the social development 
space, Nation Builder hosts webinars to equip businesses to be more strategic in their social 
investment efforts. Four thought-leadership webinars were addressed in 2018 by Kerryn Krige 
(International Labour Organization), Professor Jonathan Jansen (University of Stellenbosch), 
Chris Venter (AFGRI) and Temba Nolutshungu (Free Market Foundation).
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In 2018 alone, Nation Builder thought leadership gatherings and collaborations took place in 
major centres of South Africa, working with companies with a combined social investment spend 
of over R500 million. These platforms take many forms and emphasise cross-sector collaborative 
partnerships, peer-learning and knowledge sharing.

IN GOOD COMPANY CONFERENCE

NPO COLLABS

CORPORATE COLLABS

ONLINE PEER LEARNING 

SOCIAL INNOVATION CHALLENGE

BUSINESS X-CHANGE

CSI BENCHMARKING TOOL

Apex annual event; 
180 attendees

15 knowledge-sharing 
events; 36 NPOs

15 knowledge-sharing events; 
76 CSI practitioners

Provincially-segmented social investment 
discussion forums; ongoing

Co-hosted with LaunchLab; 
174 social entrepreneurs

8 gatherings for privately-
owned businesses 

in 3 provinces

Best-in-class online 
assessments; used by 150 
companies since its launch

In Good Company Conference

The events hosted by Nation Builder are carefully crafted to challenge views, bring new insights on 
how to engage in social development, and to showcase remarkable people whose innovative social 
change practices give replicable examples for others to follow in effective community partnerships. 

The 2018 event brought together 180 representatives of businesses from every industrial sector, 
committed to high-impact social development partnerships.
  
The In Good Company conference has enjoyed sponsorship partnerships with Atterbury Properties, 
Brand South Africa, Business Print, Growthpoint Properties, King Price Insurance, Oasis Water and 
Stone Communication Consulting. 

Social Innovation Challenge

The first Social Innovation Challenge was held in 2018 in partnership with Stellenbosch University’s 
LaunchLab and Mergon to showcase the innovative work and solutions to our country’s social 
challenges. The Challenge attracted 174 high calibre entrants, giving opportunities for exposure, 
mentoring, knowledge-sharing and valuable networking. 

2018: THE YEAR IN NUMBERS
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PEOPLE IN CONVERSATION
More than 100 companies, along with philantropists, NPOs and developmental specialists, form the 
broader Nation Builder community. They engage with each other on multiple Nation Builder platforms 
to share relevant experiences, ideas and solutions – in a common drive to national progress. 

“It has been said that when a person believes their well-being is directly 
linked to their task or environment, they will stay even through difficult times. 
This is often true of NPO practitioners, when they see social entrepreneurship 
as a calling. A team should be built from people who believe in their cause, 
and who are happy because their talents are deployed meaningfully.”

- Meleney Berry-Kriel, CEO: Viva Foundation,
In Good Company Column, The Pretoria News

“As funding to NPOs continues to be cut, it is imperative that we set up social 
enterprises that strengthen society. Our best social enterprises are hybrid models 
– both for profits and not-for-profits, combining the best of values and business 
models. Thus, Avril Elizabeth Home funds its work looking after disabled children 
by renting its Rose Acres Hospital to the Life Group, while Witwatersrand Hospice 
extends its funding base by running a network of charity shops.”

- Kerryn Krige, SA Chief Technical Adviser, Social Economy Policy: 
International Labour Organization, In Good Company Column, The Pretoria News

“Offering hope for the youth, and in particular to the hundreds of thousands of 
graduates who walk our streets and say, ‘I have this piece of paper, but I can’t 
get a job’, is a challenge we should share together, and one that I hope we can 
overcome together.”

- Public Enterprises Minister Pravin Gordhan,
In Good Company Conference 2018

“If you use social investment initiatives merely as brand-building opportunities, 
you will come across as contrived and insincere. The public is much more 
socially aware than before, and sometimes distrustful about corporate 
involvement in community development. If you have authentic motives 
for contributing to community development, this will shine through in your 
communications.”

- Shanda Paine, Group CSI Manager:Tsogo Sun, 
The Good Partner Guide for Business 2015

“Purpose-driven business involvement in community outreach and 
empowerment programmes is good because it contributes to a sustainable, 
socially and economically sound environment within which business can thrive. 
So, it makes sense for business to devote some of its resources to social
investment projects because by being good to society, business is actually 
being good to itself.”

- Setlogane Manchidi, CSI Head: Investec,
The Good Partner Guide for Business 2015 

“Young people bring energy, innovation and new hope for SA to the 
workplace. We constantly grapple with questions like ‘How do I shape 
the South Africa I want?’, and ‘What should I unlearn and learn?’ Our lived 
experiences have shaped us, and our uniquely South African challenges 
position us in the optimal position with which to bring about change. We 
changed entire (tertiary) institutions for the better. Imagine what we can do in 
the workplace if given the chance and skills transfer.”

- Farai Mubaiwa, Strategy and Operations Analyst: Deloitte, 
In Good Company Conference 2017
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Stakeholders are identified as:

Governance Model

Nation Builder’s financial and non-financial objectives are overseen by the Board of Trustees, which 
acts as the Trust’s governance focal point. 

For day-to-day operations, the Board delegates selected duties of operational and human resources 
control to executive management, under the Board-appointed Executive Trustee. These delegated 
duties are clearly laid out in written contractual form.

As part of its ongoing focus on best-practice corporate governance, Nation Builder underwent an 
independent governance review during 2018, to identify areas for deepening the effectiveness of 
governance and thus extending organisational effectiveness. In consequence, the Board of Trustees 
has developed a longer-term, strategic view for the attainment of Trust goals, with the Trust Deed 
amended to best align with these. 

Stakeholder Responsibility

Nation Builder was created to provide a platform for multiple parties across South Africa’s social 
investment and community development sectors to engage in meaningful collaboration to the 
betterment of society. As such, the Trust takes its stakeholder engagement responsibilities seriously, 
as this forms the core of its purpose and work. 

Nation Builders regards its stakeholders as entities and individuals who are significantly affected 
by its work, along with those whose own activities could potentially affect Nation Builder’s ability to 
achieve its strategic objectives. 

The Board of Trustees is ultimately responsible for stakeholder engagement. Executive management 
is empowered by the Board to manage stakeholder relations, with reference to the particular needs 
of Nation Builder’s operations, as well as to the related needs of identified stakeholders. These 
responsibilities and engagements are constantly aligned to Nation Builder’s Vision and Values.

Affected Communities 

Related Civil Society

Employees

Related Social 
Investors

Government and 
Regulators

Relevant State 
Departments/

Institutions

Nation Builder 
Associated Partners

Associate Entities 
(Mergon Investment, 
Mergon Foundation)

Nation Builder 
Members

Suppliers
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•  Fair and responsible organisation-wide remuneration
•  Responsible and transparent tax strategies and policy
•  Balanced composition of the Board of Trustees, and the independence of members of this governing body
•  Delegation to management
•  Governance performance evaluations
•  Comprehensive risk governance
•  Ethical practices entrenched throughout operations
•  Management and staff performance evaluations
•  Working with responsible institutional investors.

•  Approved long- and short-term organisational strategies
•  Approved main executive plans
•  Monitored operational performance
•  Identified and monitored risks inherent to the Trust’s endeavours
•  Ensured an evaluation and refinement of effective governance practices
•  Tracked progress in the realisation of Nation Builder’s goals
•  Reviewed the performance of the Executive Director
•  Approved expanded investment in key Human Resource functions 
•  Approved all other major expenditure. 

Composition

Nation Builder operates in terms of South Africa’s Trust Property Control Act No 57 of 1988, with a 
unitary Board of Trustees. As at 31 December 2018, the Board consisted of two independent and two 
executive Trustees, with an additional two independent Trustees joining the Board in 2019.  

The Chairman is a non-executive Trustee whose role and function does not overlap with that of the 
executive Trustee, whose role it is to run the business. 

Role and Function of the Board

The Board of Trustees recognises its duty to act in good faith, with due diligence and care, in the 
interests of the Trust and its identified stakeholders. 

They are committed to ensuring compliance with statutory obligations and good governance practice, 
and are responsible for assessing organisational risks. They act as the guardians of the Trust’s Vision 
and Values. 

Nation Builder recognises and welcomes South Africa’s leading role in the development of best-
practice private sector governance and reporting practices, including those voluntary principles and 
leading practices relevant to non-profit Trusts, found in the “King Committee” recommendations of the 
Integrated Reporting Committee of South Africa, of the Institute of Directors South Africa. Audit, Risk and Compliance

In fulfilment of Nation Builder’s Vision and Values, Trustees ensure that Nation Builder carries out 
strategies that are aimed at its financial sustainability without exposing the Trust to unnecessary risk. 

Risks monitored by Trustees include those associated with human resources, information technology, 
liquidity, operations and strategy. 

The Trust’s annual financial statements are audited by the independent auditors, PKF Pretoria 
Incorporated.

The Board of Trustees is thus committed to: During 2018, the Board of Trustees:
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The copyright of material in this publication is held by Nation Builder Trust, under South African law, 
and in terms of international treaties to which South Africa is a signatory. All rights not expressly 

granted herein are reserved by Nation Builder Trust. 

Feedback is welcome, and should be directed to The Editor,
Business With Purpose: A 10-Year Review, at nationbuilder@mergon.co.za. 

To download this report, please visit www.proudnationbuilder.co.za.

Join our active communities by registering on our website home page.
Free subscription to the monthly Nation Builder newsletter includes a six-weekly mailer containing 
excellent “good partnership” social investment tips and practical resources – for companies and 

individuals.

Website: www.proudnationbuilder.co.za
Facebook: Nation Builder 

Twitter: @buildSA
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South Africa
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